
Site Map Title Description Filename Links URL

1.0 Home Page Homepage including multiple examples
of work & links.

index.html Links within nav: 1.0, 2.0,
3.0, 4.0, 5.0

https://www.dawsona
ndrews.com

1.1 H1 Header/Title Black H1 serif text: “Here to disrupt.”
Centre aligned on the top of the page.

1.2 H2 Short blurb Grey H2 serif text detailing what services
Dawson Andrews provide and how they
do it.

1.3 Four Case Studies Four projects displayed in a grid format.
With different hyperlinks leading to their
respective pages outlining & describing
each study further.

Links to separate case study
pages for all four studies
features.

1.4 DA Newsletter Sign Up White title and description, with “Sign Up”
subtitle and the field to type an email
address in grey text. In a bold black
box-out background. A white “Enter”
button with an arrow is beside the “Your
email address” field.

1.5 Footer Black text, 2x1 grid. Including HQ
address info. And contact info. As well as
a wordmark and another prompt to
sign-up for the DA Newsletter.

Twitter, Instagram & LinkedIn
symbols with hyperlinks
attached.

2.0 Clients Page Web-page displaying eleven case
studies & clients that have worked with
Dawson Andrews.

clients.html Links within nav: 1.0, 2.0,
3.0, 4.0, 5.0

https://www.dawsona
ndrews.com/clients

2.1 H1 Header/Title Black H1 serif text reading “Select
Clients”

2.2 H2 Descriptive blurb Grey H2 text about international clientele
that DA has worked with.

2.3 List of Clients Eleven case studies with short
descriptions of each project & an image

Links leading to six of the
case studies including GAA,



of the company logos. GSMA, Waterfront Hall,
ToysRUs, Danske Bank and
Ulster Hall.

2.4 Other Projects/Products Black box - 2x1 grid. Info about
companies/projects DA has been a part
of: DAX Investments & RipleyChat. An
image of each logo is included as well as
a short blurb for each.

Link to RipleyChat

2.5 Footer Black text in four columns. Including HQ
address info. And contact info. As well as
a wordmark and another prompt to
sign-up for the DA Newsletter.

Twitter, Instagram & LinkedIn
symbols with hyperlinks
attached.

3.0 Work Page A page showcasing projects done by DA
for “world-leading companies”.

case-studies.html Links within nav: 1.0, 2.0,
3.0, 4.0, 5.0

https://www.dawsona
ndrews.com/case-st
udies

3.1 H1 Header/Title Black H1 text reading the page title: “Our
Work” centre-aligned.

3.2 H2 Description Grey text below the title, outlining how
DA work through “research, strategy, and
product development.”

3.3 Case Studies A 2x1 grid with logos and titles briefly
explaining two projects. Presented as an
overlay on images. The next five projects
are displayed with the same features, but
are formatted one below the other in five
rows.

Links to each of the seven
case studies featured.

3.4 Footer Black text - in four columns. Including
HQ address info. And contact info. As
well as a wordmark and another prompt
to sign-up for the DA Newsletter.

Twitter, Instagram & LinkedIn
symbols with hyperlinks
attached.

4.0 Results Page A page detailing the statistical results of
select projects.

Links within nav: 1.0, 2.0,
3.0, 4.0, 5.0

https://www.dawsona
ndrews.com/results

4.1 H1 Header/title Black H1 text reading “The stories
Behind the Numbers.” This is, again,

results.html



centre-aligned on the top of the page.

4.2 Product Results /
statistics (RipleyChat)

A 2x1 grid with the “Product” -
RipleyChat explained in more detail in
the left column, and a (current) figure of
67M in big, bold text in the right column.

https://ripley.chat

4.3 Results Nine more case study results in grid
format of 3x3. Separated nicely with
another 2x1 grid about RipleyChat.

Links to pages of each case
study as well as
https://ripley.chat again.

4.4 Footer Black text - in four columns. Including
HQ address info. And contact info. As
well as a wordmark and another prompt
to sign-up for the DA Newsletter.

Twitter, Instagram & LinkedIn
symbols with hyperlinks
attached.

5.0 Thinking A blog on Medium.com with similar
formatting to the original webpage.

https://medium.com/
dawsonandrews

5.1 H1 Title “Dawson Andrews” in Large H1 grey text
centre-aligned atop the page, with the
tagline “Here to disrupt.” written below in
smaller text.

5.1 Sub-nav A secondary nav bar with a hyperlink to
the “About” section and original DA site.

Link to DA website & About
page.

5.2 Blog Posts Nine blog post previews scattered in
three separate grids down the page, all
with a call to action leading to the entire
post.

Links to each blog post.

5.3 Footer Smaller footer, right-aligned with another
about DA  link, stories, archive, about
Medium, terms & privacy.

Links to each separate page
mentioned.

https://ripley.chat

